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Abstract
Background—A reduction in interhemispheric connectivity is thought to contribute to the etiology
of schizophrenia. Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) measures the diffusion of water and can be used
to describe the integrity of the corpus callosum white matter tracts, thereby providing information
concerning possible interhemispheric connectivity abnormalities. Previous DTI studies in
schizophrenia are inconsistent in reporting decreased Fractional Anisotropy (FA), a measure of
anisotropic diffusion, within different portions of the corpus callosum. Moreover, none of these
studies has investigated corpus callosum systematically, using anatomical subdivisions.

Methods—DTI and structural MRI scans were obtained from 32 chronic schizophrenic subjects
and 42 controls. Corpus callosum cross sectional area and its probabilistic subdivisions were
determined automatically from structural MRI scans using a model based deformable contour
segmentation. These subdivisions employ a previously generated probabilistic subdivision atlas,
based on fiber tractography and anatomical lobe subdivision. The structural scan was then co-
registered with the DTI scan and the anatomical corpus callosum subdivisions were propagated to
the associated FA map.

Results—Results revealed decreased FA within parts of the corpus interconnecting frontal regions
in schizophrenia compared with controls, but no significant changes for callosal fibers
interconnecting parietal and temporo-occipital brain regions. In addition, integrity of the anterior
corpus was statistically significantly correlated with negative as well as positive symptoms, while
posterior measures correlated with positive symptoms only.
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Conclusions—This study provides quantitative evidence for a reduction of interhemispheric brain
connectivity in schizophrenia, involving corpus callosum, and further points to frontal connections
as possibly disrupted in schizophrenia.

INTRODUCTION
The corpus callosum (CC) is a midline brain structure that is the largest white matter fiber tract
in the brain. This structure interconnects left and right hemispheres, and plays a primary role
in sensory, as well as high-level cognitive integration(Gazzaniga, 2000). Neuropsychological
schizophrenia studies provide evidence of interhemispheric information transfer impairment
(Coger and Serafetinides, 1990;Bruder et al., 1995;Mohr et al., 2001;Seymour et al.,
1994;Gruzelier, 1999). Additional evidence regarding interhemispheric connectivity
abnormalities comes from electrophysiological studies demonstrating differences in latency
and coherence between patients with schizophrenia and healthy controls(Norman et al.,
1997).

One of the first morphological studies of CC in schizophrenia was a post-mortem study by
Bigelow and Rosenthal(Bigelow and Rosenthal, 1972) that showed a thicker CC in patients
compared with controls. A meta-analysis by Woodruff(Woodruff et al., 1995), however,
demonstrated a decrease in CC size of about 0.5 cm2. Also, several subsequent post-mortem
studies reported trends towards a total, or local decrease in CC size, although statistical
significance was reached only in a few studies e.g.(Highley et al., 1999;Downhill et al.,
2000). In a recent review of CC investigations in schizophrenia, Innocenti and colleagues
(Innocenti et al., 2003) point to several limitations of post-mortem morphological studies,
including variability of sampling, small sample sizes, methodological problems with precision
and reproducibility of midsagittal sectioning, and the influence of brain size and CC shape on
cross sectional measurements.

Structural MR investigations of CC in schizophrenia are free from some of these limitations,
allowing for better controlled placement of the midsagittal plane and larger and more
homogeneous populations. However, due to relatively low resolution and low specificity of
measurements in comparison to histopathological studies (abnormalities in either axonal
density, thickness or myelination, suggested in schizophrenia, might not necessarily lead to a
volume loss), MRI studies have also reported inconsistent findings. In a review of 27 structural
MRI studies of the CC, 17 report positive findings and 10 report negative findings(Shenton et
al., 2001).

Thus in recent years, in order to increase specificity and increase power of in vivo
investigations, studies of CC in schizophrenia have gradually migrated from rough estimates
of CC volumes to separating the CC into geometric, anatomically or functionally relevant
subdivisions (e.g.,(Witelson, 1989)). In parallel, additional in vivo methods, such as
Magnetization Transfer Imaging (MTR), MR spectroscopy, and DTI, are being employed to
study CC, as well as other cortico-cortical connections in schizophrenia. For example, MTR,
a method sensitive to myelin disruptions in the brain, has been used to study CC in
schizophrenia, where decreased myelin content has been reported in the genu(Foong et al.,
2001), and in the body of the CC(Kubicki et al., 2005). In addition, DTI, an MR method capable
of investigating properties of water diffusion within the brain and sensitive to fiber tract
integrity disruptions, has been applied to schizophrenia. More specifically, Foong and
coworkers(Foong et al., 2000) conducted the first DTI study of the CC in schizophrenia, and
reported increased mean diffusivity (a measure of axonal density) and decreased fractional
anisotropy (a measure of coherence, and integrity of axonal fibers) in the splenium of the CC.
More recently, CC integrity abnormalities have been reported in most CC segments, including
the genu(Kanaan et al., 2006;Price et al., 2007), the isthmus(Ardekani et al., 2003), the body
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(Ardekani et al., 2003;Kubicki et al., 2005;Hubl et al., 2004;Buchsbaum et al., 2006) and the
splenium(Ardekani et al., 2003;Foong et al., 2000;Agartz et al., 2001;Price et al., 2007). There
have also been negative findings reported(e.g.,(Foong et al., 2002;Price et al., 2005;Sun et al.,
2003;Kumra et al., 2004)). Inconsistencies in DTI investigations in schizophrenia mirror those
of post-mortem as well as structural MR studies, and point to the need for precise, sensitive
methods of measurement.

Unfortunately, similar to structural MRI, DTI methodology has several limitations. The most
popular analytic method, Voxel Based Morphometry (VBM), turns out to be sensitive to large
intensity variations, rather than to subtle, well localized abnormalities, in addition to not
correcting very well for shape, or for overall size differences. Region of Interest (ROI) analyses,
on the other hand, might be confounded by the type of diffusion measure (e.g., FA, T1W,
directional map), and/or by slice thickness or slice orientation of the image used for their
definition.

A recent DTI post-processing technique -fiber tractography- shows promise, and two
schizophrenia investigations utilizing this method show its higher sensitivity and specificity,
compared to both VBM and ROI approaches(Jones et al., 2005;Kanaan et al., 2006). Since
fiber tractography is capable of visualizing entire fiber tracts, thus following them from one
hemisphere to another, it might be well suited for defining anatomical divisions of the CC
(Huang et al., 2005);(Hofer and Frahm, 2006). In fact it has been demonstrated(Hofer and
Frahm, 2006) that DTI based CC subdivisions reflect anatomy of the callosal connections much
better than the traditional geometric subdivisions of CC proposed by Witelson(Witelson,
1989).

Diffusion quantification, however, along the entire tracts defined by DTI may nonetheless still
be problematic, due to the fact that interhemispheric callosal fibers are crossed by
intrahemispheric longitudinal fiber bundles in multiple areas of the human brain, which affects
both the shape and appearance of callosal tracts, making the measurements less reliable. In the
current study we try to minimize some of the aforementioned confounding factors. We use a
combination of MRI automatic lobar parcellation, and DTI tractography, to segment CC more
precisely, and we include a template warping procedure for better intersubject reproducibility.
Finally, in order to minimize the influence of other fiber bundles on CC, we project our
tractography based parcellation onto the midsagittal plane of the high resolution DTI scans,
where all measurements are performed. We predict that CC, particularly in regions connected
to the frontal lobe (regions most frequently indicated in post mortem and genetic studies), will
be more affected in schizophrenia compared with controls, and that these abnormalities will
be related to clinical symptoms of schizophrenia.

METHODS
Subject Population and Inclusion-Exclusion Criteria

32 patients with chronic schizophrenia were recruited from in-patient, day treatment, out-
patient, and foster care programs at the VA Boston Healthcare System, Brockton, MA. SCID-
P interviews were administered by professional staff to make DSM-IV diagnoses. SCID-NP
interviews were completed for the 42 normal comparison subjects. Comparison subjects were
recruited through advertisements, and group-matched to patients on age, sex, handedness, and
parental social economic-status (PSES).

Inclusion criteria for all subjects were: right-handedness, ages between 18 and 55 years, no
history of electroconvulsive shock treatment, no history of neurological illness, no alcohol or
drug dependence in the last 5 years and no abuse in the past year, verbal IQ above 80, no
medication affecting neurological or cognitive functions. In addition, control subjects were
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screened to exclude individuals who had a first degree relative with an Axis I disorder. The
study was approved by the local IRB committees at the VA and BWH. All the subjects signed
informed consent prior to study participation.

MRI Protocol
For the DTI data acquisition, we used a 1.5 Tesla GE scanner, with a quadrature head coil. We
used a line scan diffusion imaging protocol (LSDI), which decreases the number of artifacts
and distortions compared to other techniques(Gudbartsson et al., 1996; Kubicki et al., 2005;
Kubicki et al., 2002). In order to obtain high resolution corpus scans, we acquired 5 sagittal
oblique (aligned to the interhemispheric fissure) 1.7 x 1.7 mm in plane, 4 mm thick slices, with
Echo Time=70 ms; Repetition Time=2500 ms. We acquired 6 independent diffusion directions
(B=1000) and 2 baseline images(B=5), and one NEX (number of excitations, with LSDI
sequence gaining signal-to-noise ratios comparable to 16 NEX when single shot EPI is used,
but is free from EPI related geometric distortions (Kubicki et al, 2003). In the same session,
high resolution structural scans were also acquired, and later co-registered to DTI scans. The
acquisition parameters were as follows: contiguous spoiled gradient-recalled acquisition
(SPGR), TR=35ms, TE=5ms, 45 degree flip angle, resulting in 0.9375x0.9375x1.5 mm voxels.

Image Analysis
We utilized a novel method for the computation of a probabilistic subdivision of CC, which is
described in detail in Styner et al. (Styner et al., 2005) and in Cascio et al. (Cascio et al.,
2006).

Here, we provide only a brief description, also schematically illustrated in Figure 1. The
procedure involved four separate steps: 1) Automatic segmentation of the entire corpus
callosum using SPGR data and a statistical, deformable model approach, described in detail
in Styner et al. (Styner et al., 2005) (top left of Figure 1); 2) Further separation of the corpus
ROI (still using structural scan) into 4 separate segments using a previously created atlas (right
side of Figure 1); 3) Co-registration of the structural scan (along with corpus segments) to DTI
was performed via a routine non-rigid b-spline, mutual information based registration method
(The Image Registration Toolkit, Rueckert, 1999), which accounts for DTI distortions
(although minimal in this brain region and with this pulse sequence), patient motion and FOV
differences. (left middle part of Figure 1) and 4) After diffusion tensors estimation (using a
standard linear square fit, which seems adequate since the principal direction of diffusion
in midsagittal plane is quite uniform), the area and mean FA for each corpus segment were
calculated.

The segmentation of CC into 4 smaller anatomical sections(step 3) was performed using a
probabilistic atlas/model(Styner et al., 2005;Cascio et al., 2006), which was generated in a
separate study(Cascio et al., 2006). Its creation is schematically described on the right side of
the Figure 1, and involved tractography of the entire corpus callosum, its further division using
automatic lobar segmentation, and back-mapping of these divisions onto midsagittal plane.
Last step of this process resulted in midsagittal plane labels of pre-frontal, frontal, parietal and
temporo-occipital callosal segments corresponding to the probability of callosal fibers
projecting to each of these four brain regions. The entire process was automatic and fully
reproducible, i.e., no manual measurements were conducted.

Volume and mean FA for each callosal segment were subjected to group comparison, as well
as Pearson product correlations, where relationship was tested between FA, age, and clinical
symptoms (derived from Scale for the Assessment of Negative and Positive Symptoms
(Andreasen, 1990)).
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RESULTS
Groups did not differ in age [mean age 40.5±8.8 for controls, and 39.8±9.3 for schizophrenics;
P(1,73)=0.78)], parental socioeconomic status P(1.73)=0.33), or gender (all males). Since age
of healthy subjects has been shown to be correlated with FA of anterior CC (Pfefferbaum et
al., 2003), we entered age as a covariate into a General Linear Model investigating group effects
for FA and volume of the four CC subdivisions. When CC volume was analyzed, ICC (intra-
cranial content) volume was also entered as a covariate. ANCOVA revealed no significant
overall group effect for area of the CC (F=2.99;P=0.09), but did reveal a significant group
effect for FA (F=5.77;P=0.02). In addition, we found group by region interaction (F=5.23;
P=0.03), with individual ANOVAs showing FA decrease in the entire frontal (F=5.68; P=0.02),
but not parietal (F=2.39; P=0.13), or temporo-occipital (F=3.36; P=0.07) callosal connections
(see Figure 2). Also, controls, but not schizophrenics, showed a relationship between age and
CC integrity in anterior, but not posterior CC regions (rho=−0.35;P=0.02 for frontal segment;
and rho=−0.13;P=0.42; rho=−0.16;P=0.31 for parietal and ocipito-temporal segments
respectively). Finally, FA for CC regions was statistically significantly correlated with negative
(anterior portion), and positive (whole corpus) clinical symptoms (see Table 2 for details).

DISCUSSION
Our investigation revealed decreased fiber tract integrity in patients with schizophrenia,
compared with controls, in the corpus callosum, the largest white matter fiber tract of the human
brain. We did not, however, find volume differences between groups for this structure, which
is consistent with the view that structural MRI might not be sensitive enough to detect subtle
white matter changes present in schizophrenia(Innocenti et al., 2003;Rossell et al., 2001). In
fact, Rossell and colleagues calculated that in order to find statistically significant 0.2 cm2

volume differences between schizophrenics and controls in the corpus callosum, one would
need 308 schizophrenia patients. Indeed, our present investigation, as well as other DTI studies
conducted to date, confirms the increased sensitivity of DTI methods to detect subtle
microstructural changes within the white matter in schizophrenia.

Post-hoc analyses suggested that the callosal tracts providing interhemispheric communication
between frontal cortices were the regions strongest affected in schizophrenia. This is in line
with previous studies reporting decreased size of pyramidal neurons in layer 3 of the prefrontal
cortex (i.e.(Rajkowska et al., 1998), which is also the region known for its involvement in
cortico-cortical interhemispheric connections.

Additionally, since regions that we found to be abnormal topographically roughly correspond
to the genu and anterior part of the body of the corpus callosum, our results are in line with
some findings obtained recently by other groups that use ROIs and fiber tractography approach
(Kanaan et al., 2006;Price et al., 2007). We did not find group differences within the tracts
inter-connecting parietal, temporal and occipital lobes, that is fibers projecting into the isthmus
and splenium of the CC. Some previous DTI schizophrenia investigations, however, describe
abnormalities within these regions. While we can not rule out the possibility that these regions
are still affected, we note that most studies reporting positive findings in this region have used
methods based on the whole brain registration(Ardekani et al., 2003;Foong et al., 2000;Agartz
et al., 2001), which could, in part, be confounded by registration error (affecting controls, but
perhaps more profoundly patients with schizophrenia), due to higher inter subject anatomical
variability existing in posterior parts of the CC(Ozdemir et al., 2007).

FA, in general, is considered to be a measure of axonal integrity, density, thickness and
myelination. Beaulieau (Beaulieu and Allen, 1994) demonstrated that myelination is one of
the major contributors to diffusion anisotropy. In addition, several recent post-mortem studies
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(Uranova et al., 2004), as well as genetic(Hakak et al., 2001) studies, point to myelin, and
oligodendrocytes forming the myelin sheath, as possibly being affected in schizophrenia. Also,
since the anterior parts of the CC mature earlier than the rest of the CC, and developmental
studies show size of CC increasing until the late twenties(Giedd et al., 1999;Keshavan et al.,
2002), maturation of anterior portions falls roughly into the time period when most patients
develop schizophrenia, i.e., early adulthood. Thus the observed CC abnormalities could reflect
a breakdown in the developmental process at this particular point of maturation. Additionally,
insufficient communication between hemispheres might further affect the developmental
process of each individual hemisphere, resulting in the relative lack of asymmetry observed in
schizophrenic brains(Innocenti et al., 2003). In addition, our findings regarding the correlations
between the integrity within the anterior part of the corpus callosum and age in control subjects
confirms previously published results by Sullivan and coworkers(Sullivan et al., 2006), which
were attributed to the fact that the frontal lobes contain thinner and less myelinated fibers,
which are more vulnerable to age related breakdown(Aboitiz et al., 1996;Bartzokis et al.,
2004). Similar results were also reported by Woodruff et al (Woodruff at el., 1997), who
reported correlations between corpus volume and age in controls, but similar to our results, did
not see these relationships in schizophrenia.

Correlations between FA values and clinical symptoms found here, also confirm the role of
interhemispheric communication in schizophrenia symptomatology, further suggesting
involvement of the entire CC in positive symptoms, but only the anterior part in negative
symptomatology. We note, however, that the role of interhemipsheric connectivity provided
by the corpus callosum in schizophrenia, and its correlation with clinical symptoms is poorly
understood, although we note that similar correlations between CC integrity and clinical
symptoms have been reported previously in the literature. For example, Downhill (Downhill
et al., 2000) reported negative correlations between whole CC size and severity of positive
symptoms, while several other studies suggest the involvement of the anterior part of the CC
in negative symptomatology (e.g., Woodruff et al., 1997; Foong et al., 2001). The anterior
portion of the CC is functionally associated with frontal lobe, with its ventral regions heavily
involved in emotional and attentional processing and this may, in part, explain why negative
symptom correlations predominate although further investigation is needed to determine the
nature of this association.

Our study also included chronic, medicated subjects only. Thus even though we, as well as
many others, did not observe any statistically significant correlations between medication
dosage and diffusion measures, our results could still be confounded by the cumulative effect
of medication, or other environmental factors not accounted for in this study.

Methodological issues
Our investigation is one of the first to utilize fiber tractography to subdivide and measure corpus
callosum integrity in schizophrenia. Recent investigations highlight the advantages of
tractography over more traditional analytic approaches to DTI data, and show diffusion
tractography to be more sensitive than more popular ROI or VBM DTI approaches, in finding
abnormalities in schizophrenia(Kanaan et al., 2006;Jones et al., 2006). Tractography based
segmentation of callosal fibers, has also already been shown to be more precise, and better
reflect the anatomy than the traditional geometric segmentation(Hofer and Frahm, 2006). Thus
by using tractography based segmentation in our investigation, we hoped to increase both
sensitivity as well as specificity of our measurements. One of the limitations of our approach
is the fact that our DTI data was acquired in only 6 diffusion directions. This limitation,
however, affects our results only minimally, since we do not have to use our DTI data to
generate tractography, but instead are mapping an already existing tractography based atlas
onto our DTI data. On the other hand, precision of our measurements should be increased
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thanks to the sagittal acquisition and high in-plane resolution of the data (1.7 x 1.7 mm in the
midsagittal plane), by decreasing partial volume effects associated with thick axial slices used
in most investigations. Finally, our subjects were all medicated males, thus additional studies
need to be performed on a first episode and mixed gender populations in order to understand
fully the meaning of our findings.

CONCLUSIONS
DTI is powerful and sensitive tool that demonstrates white matter abnormalities in
schizophrenia. Our study demonstrates the utility of using DTI and tractography-based atlas
in segmenting and measuring corpus callosum subdivisions in schizophrenia, and points to
interhemispheric communication between frontal lobes as most affected in schizophrenia, and
associated with negative symptoms.
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Figure 1.
Schematic Description of processing steps, described in detail in “Styner et al., 2005 and Cisco
et al., 2006), involving automatic segmentation of the corpus callosum into probabilistic
segments using previously generated atlas, co-registration of the corpus segmentation with DTI
data, and extraction of FA values for each segment separately.
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Figure 2.
Results of group comparison, indicating largest group differences for the anterior parts of
the corpus callosum.
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